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FOREWORD

From Fossils to Astrobiology: Records of Life on Earth and Search for Extra-terrestrial Biosignatures

Astrobiology, the study of life in the universe, draws on many traditional areas of scientific study, including astronomy, chemistry and planetary science. This volume, number 12 in the Cellular Origin, Life in Extreme Habitats and Astrobiology series (published by Springer) focuses on the study of the record of life on planet Earth, which is critical in guiding investigations in the rest of the cosmos, as well the evidence for and likelihood of extraterrestrial life. The 30 contributors to this volume are experts from 16 different countries: Australia; Austria; France; Germany; Hungary; India; Israel; Italy; Japan; Mexico; Norway; Romania; South Africa; Spain; Sweden, United Kingdom; the United States of America.

The editors thank the authors for their contributions and their cooperation during the compilation of this volume. We acknowledge the efforts of many individuals for their careful reviews of the chapters in this volume. Their names are listed in alphabetical order: Wlady Altermann, Peter Bahn, Stefan Bengston, Oliver Botta, Gary Byerly, Zachary Byerly, Jeffrey Chiaranzelli, Brent Christner, Alexandra Davatzes, Stephen Dornbos, J. Peter Gogartner, Jessica Goin, Richard Hugo, Hidrim Idriss, Carolina Keim, Joseph Lambert, Thomas Lindsay, Charles Lineweaver, Andrew Melott, Lori Marino, Harold Morowitz, Jared Morrow, Nora Noffke, Aharon Oren, Mary Parenteau, Russell Shapiro, Giovanni Strazzulla, Jan Toporski, Sergey Tsokolov, Peter Ward, and Frances Westall. We thank Shellie Miller and Maeghan Reese of Louisiana State University for their assistance with organization and proofreading of manuscripts. MMW acknowledges the support of the Louisiana Board of Regents/LaSPACE under the NASA Space Training Grant award NNG05GH22H.
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1. Introduction

Joseph Seckbach, the editor of the present book series, invited me to write the introduction to “From Fossils to Astrobiology” during his 3 months visit to my Institute at the Ludwig-Maximilians-University under the fellowship of DAAD (German Academic Exchange Foundation) in 2006. Of course I felt honoured by his choice, but being sceptical towards the youngest and most multidisciplinary, flourishing and extremely fascinating of all science disciplines, astrobiology, I was also somewhat uncomfortable. Now, after extensive literature research and while writing, I realise how courageous it was of Joseph to entrust a notorious sceptic, like myself, with this work. I took up the challenge because I liked the idea of writing an introduction to a book on “Fossils and Astrobiology” as an essay, not necessarily complying with strict scientific rules and the dictatorship of a peer review process, but rather expressing a personal “qualified point of view” of a concerned scientist. I was eager to demonstrate the low chance for success of the endeavour to find extraterrestrial life. For me, a lot of fantasy and wishful, model driven thinking is associated with this new science discipline. The cases of reporting of Martian fossils and carbonates are good examples of how desire may influence scientific investigations.

It has always been a dream of mankind to find extraterrestrial life, intelligent life, of course, technically much more advanced than our civilisation, so we can learn from the aliens, discuss and explain our religious believes and perhaps demonstrate our religious and moral superiority. Next to these Hollywood-inspiring dreams, some researchers in astrobiology hunt for the evidence that terrestrial life has been introduced to the Earth from the infinite cosmos, riding on meteorites, comets and smaller impactors. The hypothetical proof of the theory of Panspermia, however, clearly will not explain any of the intriguing questions of the origin of life and its physical and chemical circumstances, but only
shift the problems to different unknown and less readily explicable environments. As an astrobiology-agnostic and scientist, I find the rise of expectations and promises suggested by astrobiology in the society alarming. They almost compel the researchers involved to turn up with positive, extraordinary results, in justification of the investments made in astrobiology. There can not be, however, compulsion for spectacular results when objectivity of interpretations is expected in science.

Astrobiology has been extremely successful in uncovering extraterrestrial environments and contributing to the knowledge of the history of the early Earth and life. This contribution over the last dozen of years is tremendous and fills almost uncountable pages of highly cited international astrobiology journals, volumes of conference abstracts and scientific and popular science books. Nevertheless, the young multidisciplinary science, especially when combined with paleobiology, Precambrian geology and geochemistry (the fossil aspect), requires humble and modest reports and should prescind from the temptation to impress with fast and spectacular shots and boulevard-type result reporting. Spectacular, extraordinary research interpretations need critical evaluation and extraordinary proof because of the difficulty in interpretation of indirect observations and measurements of events and environments extremely remote in time and distance. Fallacies, like P. Lowell’s observation of a network of canals on Mars and their interpretation as evidence of advanced Martian civilisation more than a century ago are easily possible also with technically advanced, modern scientific equipment, allowing us to explore new, hitherto unreachable dimensions down to atomic scale and up to unimaginable distances in time and space.

2. What Is Astrobiology?

Astrobiology – a discipline fascinating and stimulating our thoughts but also being disparaged as “the science without an object” to investigate and thus illusive. If there is no life out there or it is too remote to be proven, astrobiology may be an expensive road to a fata morgana. However, astrobiology has undoubtedly boosted the research in Precambrian geology and paleobiology, biogeology, planetary geology, geochemistry, microbiology, and many other scientific disciplines, mediating between them and molecular biology, astrophysics, astronomy, oceanography and bringing together scientists that rarely spoke to each other before. These disciplines experienced a revitalising injection of funding that allowed them to combine forces and develop new research techniques, appoint many young and enthusiastic scientists, and turn up with intriguing results. These results and the pledge to find new worlds and perhaps extraterrestrial life brought astrobiology into the centre of public interest and called for ethical, philosophical and even religious assessment of this science.

Many respected scientific societies like the International Society of the Origin of Life (ISSOL) that has recently extended its name to “ISSOL – the International Astrobiology Society” or the SETI program (Search for
Extraterrestrial Intelligence) are very successful in mobilising researchers worldwide. Panels and commissions of scientists, politicians and social and religious activist have been set up to plan for the case of the discovery of extraterrestrial life or even possible contacts to extraterrestrial intelligence. Such panels not only prepare the necessary emergency plans against contamination of terrestrial and extraterrestrial environments, but also speculate on the possible impact on the society of such discoveries. All these activities are in spite of the hitherto absolute lack of any biological object or any, even equivocal, sign for life from outside of the physical boundaries of our planet Earth.

So, if astrobiology has no extraterrestrial biological objects to study, what is it exploring? According to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) web page (2007) http://astrobiology.arc.nasa.gov/, “Astrobiology is the study of life in the universe. It investigates the origin, evolution, distribution, and future of life on Earth and the search for life beyond Earth. Astrobiology addresses three fundamental questions: How does life begin and evolve? Is there life beyond Earth and how can we detect it? What is the future of life on Earth and the universe?” – This is truly a universal subject of investigations, particularly when we consider the difficulties in the definition of life, despite of hundreds of years of research of life and living objects, and more than 60 years after Schrödinger’s, 1944 book “What is Life?”. Next to alleged extraterrestrial life and its fossilised remains hidden in the endless space, the above universal definition of astrobiology embraces all life sciences and all studies of terrestrial life. The major questions asked by this science, but especially the one on the future of life, require a truly prophetic capacity far beyond any responsibility and specialisation of natural sciences. They open ample space to unwholesome suppositions and religious disputes. In my atheistic opinion, however, astrobiology should be strictly restricted to natural sciences.

The dictum and the title of the present book “From Fossils to Astrobiology” demarcates a logical scientific philosophy for the search of extraterrestrial life. It follows the assumption that life in different worlds, on other planets, should obey the same chemical and physical rules as life on Earth. It must have evolved under conditions similar to those that prevailed on the early Earth and are witnessed by the oldest fossils and the environments recorded in rocks where these fossils are found. Like life on Earth, extraterrestrial life must be based on the reactivity and chemical properties of water, carbon and other crucial elements like nitrogen, phosphorus, iron, oxygen and few others. Thus, in order to set off through chemical reactions and thrive, extraterrestrial life also requires an environment of temperatures roughly between zero and few tens of degrees Celsius, although life on Earth can survive temperatures far beyond these boundaries. It also requires a rocky, silicate-oxide based environment, providing nutrients, a stable sources of energy, and shelter from extreme fluctuations of temperature and pressure and from damaging short wave radiation. From our knowledge of the life on Earth, we expect that within such conditions the emerging extraterrestrial life will undergo some kind of evolution, thus gradually changing its environment via its
metabolic products, just like it did on Earth. Actually, this expectation brings us to a new search strategy: Instead of directly searching for extant or fossilised organisms, extremely difficult to recognise from the distance, metabolic products of life and their environmental influence on the planets are sought.

Extraterrestrial life, therefore, is most likely to be found on planetary bodies with chemo-physical conditions similar to those prevailing on Earth during its long, 4.6 billion years of history. The second strategy of astrobiology appears thus logical: Life on Earth emerged under the conditions of the young Archean Earth, before 3.5 billion years ago, under presumably reducing atmosphere, perhaps elevated temperatures and oceans of different chemistry than today. Such conditions may prevail on other planets. It is therefore crucial to investigate the Precambrian Earth as a possible analogue to habitats of putative extraterrestrial life. A logical consequence from this strategy is that such planets could *vice versa* serve as analogues of the earliest conditions of the Hadean Earth, not preserved in the geologic record. The Earth is a dynamic planet driven by the internal forces as expressed through the plate tectonics, which are destructive to old rocks and preservation of organic matter. On planets devoid of plate tectonics, the chance of preservation of the very early steps of planetary evolution or perhaps even of the very first steps of genesis of life might be significantly higher than on Earth. But will such planets be akin enough to the Earth to offer conditions suitable for life, and will life have a chance to develop there?

3. Where To Search?

The above discussed conditions for the genesis and survival of life limit the seemingly endless number of candidates for a fertile environment in the Universe. Even if we take into account the myriads of stars in remote galaxies (which we will never be able to explore or to communicate with), planetary systems like our Sun and its satellites seem to be extremely rare. The chance to find a planet just like the Earth seems just a mathematical illusion, barren of any degree of certainty.

Some time ago, I was speculating together with Roger Buick, one of the Editors of the journal “Geobiology” and a supreme Precambrian geologist and geobiologist, about the “ten reasons why life probably evolved only on Earth”. Equipped with the excellent Bavarian Augustiner beer brewed since AD 1294, sitting in a traditional nineteenth century pub in Munich, we were certain that life elsewhere must obey the same physical and chemical laws as on Earth and thus the factors listed above, such as solution chemistry (free availability and abundance of water, C, H; O; N; P; Fe; S ...), temperature boundaries and bearable energy levels) were among our primary preconditions for the genesis of life. Further requirements in our discussion were gravity conditions similar to those on Earth, proportionally similar distance of the given planet to its star, cyclic changes of environment caused by orbital forcing and climatic fluctuation. To these necessities can be added an efficient shield from UV and cosmic radiation, sufficient atmospheric pressure, long
term equilibrium of planets internal and external energy budget (the lower luminosity of our Sun in the early Archean was buffered by Earth’s higher energy flux and greenhouse gases), and last but not least, the necessary interplay of the right proportions of these preconditions, just as it was on the Archean Earth. Many of the above conditions are influenced by the internal dynamo and consequently by plate tectonic processes that regulate the energy budget of the Earth and allow geochemical cycles to operate. Plate tectonics significantly influenced the early atmospheric composition through degassing processes. Of course, the above requirements followed from life as we know it. We were wondering whether we would be able to recognise life if it is dramatically different.

Reaching out to other stars appears not very realistic considering the distances to overcome. Nevertheless, astronomers have discovered several stars orbited by planetary bodies and each of these discoveries (over 200 exoplanets since 1995) has been announced in the media as a possible site for life and as an “Earth-like” body. Exoplanets are discovered mainly by observation of a periodic shift in wavelength of a star caused by the gravitational pull of the invisible orbiting planet or by observing a periodical slight decrease in light intensity of a star when an orbiting planet passes in front of it. As far as researchers can say, all up to now discovered planets are gas giants composed mostly of hydrogen and helium, similar to Jupiter or Saturn. Only in April 2007, a newly discovered exoplanet was reported as “Earth-like” (Udry et al., 2007) and a possibly habitable “oasis in space”. On a closer reading, however, it turns out that this possibly rocky planet of the mass of five times that of the Earth is orbiting the cold red dwarf, Gliese 581, in a distance of 10.7 million kilometres, which is just 0.07 Astronomical Units (AU = the distance between the Sun and the Earth). Every orbit is completed in 13 days (Schilling, 2007). Although modelling implies that giant rocky planets of five to ten times the mass of the Earth (often dubbed “Super-Earth”) would inevitably have plate tectonics (Valencia et al., 2007), such planets can be called anything not “Earth-like”. Nonetheless, it seems likely that with improved instruments and new spacecraft missions, eventually, somewhere an Earth-like planet will be discovered in the universe. Certainly, the speculations about its possible biology will be outmost.

Carbon and water are abundant in space. Carbonaceous matter in varying molecular forms, ranging from amorphous carbon, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, to fullerenes is present in interstellar dust, meteorites and comets. H\textsubscript{2}O, N, H and C-O compounds are ingredients of comets. Aminoacids and other prebiotic organic molecules have been detected in meteorites. Iron and sulphur are equally universally present, but all extraterrestrial bodies investigated up to date turned out to be sterile, although for some, like our neighbour planet Mars, big hopes for discovery of life still exist.

The above considerations make the genesis of life on other planets than Earth barely probable, but the universal adaptation ability of life to extreme conditions makes it possible that terrestrial life could survive on other planets. That allows for science-fiction scenarios of colonialized planetary bodies and thus,
literature on “Directed Panspermia”, “Planetary Engineering” and the “Ethics of Terraforming” is profuse (e.g. Sagan, 1973; Friedmann et al., 1993; York, 2007, and many others). Experiments in which primitive life and its molecules are exposed to cosmic radiation on mineral shielded panels, carried on board of satellites, seemingly demonstrate that life could survive and travel in space. However, over long time cosmic radiation and other space conditions during such an interplanetary journey and the shock of an impact would certainly eradicate any living cell. “Lithopanspermia” experiments in which dry layers of biological test materials like bacterial endospores, endolithic cyanobacteria or lichens are sandwiched between gabbro discs and impact shock pressures are simulated, apparently determining the ability of the organisms to survive the harsh conditions (Horneck et al., 2008), indeed barely reflect the whole range of realistic circumstances and processes of an asteroid to planet collision and meteoritic interplanetary travel and impact. For this reason Panspermia both ways is not an option.

Despite of this unlikelihood, the most probable candidates for life (and colonization) within our Solar system would be our neighbour planetary bodies Mars and although very improbable, the Jovian moon Europa (next to Io, Ganymede, and Callisto) and Saturn’s largest moon, Titan. However, all these moons are tidally locked to their central planets and their energy balance depends rather on their distance to the Jupiter and Saturn than on their mass and distance to the Sun. Even if microbial life could survive the conditions of Mars, Europa or Titan, survival still is a big difference to the possibility of life’s genesis.

The best of the above candidates for extraterrestrial life is the planet Mars. Our direct neighbour, the fourth planet from the Sun, more closely resembles the Earth than any other planet. The Martian day has a length of 24.6 hours and the Martian year a length of 669 days. The distance from the Sun ranges between 206 and 249 million kilometres. Mars has about half the diameter of the Earth’s diameter and about 1/3rd of Earth gravity. Martian surface temperatures range between −125°C and + 25°C and the atmosphere contains about 95% of carbon dioxide next to 3% nitrogen, 1.5% argon and traces of water, with a surface atmospheric pressure of about 6 mb on average. It would be an interesting experiment to implement some bacterial strains on Mars and closely watch their fate after liberation.

Water on Mars must have been abundant during the early period of this planet’s history, the Noachian (c.4,500 to 3,500 million years ago). Some argue however, that liquid CO₂ has formed the suspicious drainage landscapes of Mars. Nevertheless, preference for liquid water is mounting and there are good hints for episodic, minor water flows expelled from the subsurface throughout the post-Noachian (Hysperian and Amazonian) history of Mars (Fig. 1). It is controversial whether the Noachian occurrence of liquid water was conditional on the dense Martian atmosphere and the atmospheric greenhouse effect and lasted for millions of years or if it was only episodic, following enhanced volcanic activity or subsequent to giant meteorite impacts. Most interpretations postulate an ocean covering the Martian Northern Plains, about one third of the planets surface, during the Noachian. Remote sensing
images from the various Mars orbiters clearly show ancient coastlines. The Martian rovers have found mounting evidence for water-lain sedimentary rocks on Mars. However, the laterally continuous shorelines of the postulated Martian ocean show large topographic fluctuations, on an order of more than 2.5 km difference in elevation. This has been discussed as the result of deformation of the ancient coastlines after the loss of the oceans. Because of its small size and mass the internal dynamo of Mars was shut down early in the planet’s history and led to the loss of the protective magnetic shield and to ionic erosion of Martian atmosphere by solar winds and made surface life on Mars impossible. The unweathered Noachian-Hysperian “olivine fields” (Hoefen et al., 2003) evidence thin and dry atmosphere since the Hysperian. However, if life existed on Mars during the Noachian, it might have migrated to the subsurface that still probably bears frozen water and to the ice-capped Martian polar regions.

4. What To Search For?

The search for life on Mars concentrates simultaneously on several strategies. The search for suitable habitats is mainly focused on the search for water and carbonate rocks. Carbonate sedimentary rocks on Earth that date from the early
Precambrian are biogenic precipitates and contain organo-sedimentary structures – stromatolites. Thus finding carbonates on the bottom of ancient Martian lakes and oceans or in Martian soil would be a good hint for ancient life. However, organic substances and metabolic products of life were directly searched for with negative results.

A pioneering direct approach to detection of biological activity was the 1975/76 Viking mission to Mars. The two Viking landers were equipped with a gas chromatograph mass spectrometer (GCMS) constructed to identify organic molecules in the Mars soil. However, no such molecules were found. Another experiment carried on board of the two landers was the Labelled Release (LR) life detection experiment designed to stir some Martian soil with a carried nutrient solution containing radioactive $^{14}$C. It was envisaged that any living organism in the soil would digest the radioactively labelled carbon rich solution and release $^{14}$C rich gas, as the organism metabolised the nutrients. In both Viking experiments, $^{14}$C labelled gas was indeed detected but the results were discarded because no organic molecules were detected. It was assumed that the measured gas must thus have been released by an abiotic reaction with some unknown oxidant. The designers of this experiment, however, claim until today that their experiment has possibly found life on Mars, but the GCMS experiment missed the organic molecules. There is evidence for magnetic minerals in Martian soil, which could not last in the presence of strong oxidants because magnetic iron minerals would be turned into oxidised forms. Thus, they argue that in the absence of oxidants, the measured gas must have been produced by biological activity.

The fast loss of water on the surface of Mars also has important geochemical implications. It has been long assumed that the fast evaporation of Mars' oceans and lakes must have left a widespread crust of carbonate rocks on the planet surface. The CO$_2$-rich Martian atmosphere must have reacted with the rocks and liberated abundant Ca from Martian basalts. These calcium should have been left over on the surface when the oceans disappeared. From the 1980s on, a plethora of articles speculating on Martian carbonates was published. Eventually, Bandfield et al. (2003), in a paper in Science, identified carbonate minerals in the Martian dust by Thermal Emission Spectrometer (TES) orbiting the planet. These findings had tremendous implications, as on Earth carbonate rocks are clear evidence for biological activity and thus analogously, the images of possible Martian stromatolites and microbial deposits seemed an edge breaking discovery. However, some researcher did not “buy the story” for simple technical reasons.

Spectral analyses from the orbit do not detect minerals but measure radiance, which is then interpreted based on comparisons to terrestrial standards. The identification of 2–3 wt% carbonate minerals in the Martian dust, with calculated particle sizes of $<10 \mu$m, was based on comparison of the Martian emissivity bands to laboratory spectra of labradorite standards. In general, the emissivity depends on the chemical composition of the dust or rock, mineral mixture, crystal orientation, grain size distribution and surface roughness, at that time all unknowns in the Martian soil. For the quantification of the spectral signatures of
minerals of up to 2–5% weight, the sensitivity of the sensor and the calculated particle size are essential; however, detection limits of TES for carbonate concentrations in weight percent were poorly specified. Earlier work by Bandfield et al. (2000) specified detection limits for the Martian TES spectra of 10–15 vol%. The comparison of TES and laboratory spectra is only possible at the same spectral and radiometric resolution for accurate definition of the position and spectral contrast of emissivity minima, not characterised in the report by Bandfield et al. (2003). Particle sizes and the concentration of mineral mixtures are important for the spectral response in the Thermal Infra Red (TIR). Particle sizes \( \leq 63 \mu m \) were used for the calculations, although the high albedo surfaces on Mars were considered \( \leq 10 \mu m \) particle size. The spectral bands \( (>1,350 \text{ cm}^{-1}) \) thus did not necessarily indicate non-hydrous carbonates, as were believed to have been detected. Particle sizes \(<5 \mu m \) are responsible for spectral differences in the wavelength regions of \(<10 \mu m \), due to the combination of surface and volume scattering effects, hence, the quantification of the presented spectra was ambiguous as well. All criticism, however, was in vein and our attempt of publication of this discussion was rejected (Altermann et al., 2004).

Thus far the extremely successful and long operating Mars Exploration Rover missions that landed in January 2004 has not encountered carbonate rocks. The Opportunity Rover that landed in the Gusev impact-crater, a former lake, discovered fields of small haematitic concretions dubbed “blueberries”, probably formed in the presence of water and rocks composed of up to 40% evaporitic sulphate minerals instead of carbonates. The presence of sulphates indicates that the climate of the Noachian Mars was influenced by SO\(_2\), where dilute sulphuric acids must have formed and prevented the precipitation of carbonates (even at traces of 0.1% of SO\(_2\) in the atmosphere). A whole different story of the Martian atmosphere was revealed calling for caution with model driven thinking.

Carbonate minerals were also reported from the famous Martian meteorite ALH 84001. In tiny microscopic cracks in this meteorite, carbonate minerals were found and reported as “globules” and veinlets, filling fractures. However, the morphology of these carbonate “globules” is that of discs, as can be expected in cracks, and not globular. A Rb-Sr age of 3.9 ± 0.04 billion years (Ga) and an Pb-Pb age of 4.04 ± 0.1 Ga were measured on leachates from a 1.0 g chip containing c.5% carbonate (Borg et al., 1999) from these veinlets. On the other hand, a Rb-Sr 1.39 ± 0.10 Ga age on shock melted feldspathic glass and carbonate, thought to be in isotopic equilibrium, was measured by Wadhwa and Lugmair (1996). These carbonates are clearly not minerals within a “sedimentary system” and are not comparable with biogenic carbonates. They are formed from high temperature fluids during impact driven metasomatism or by impact melting of pre-existing carbonates rather than from low temperature fluids, as discussed by Borg et al. (1999). Elevated building temperatures of 80–200°C are suggested by \( \delta^{13}C \) (\( &\text{permile;} \)) and by \( \delta^{18}O \) (\( &\text{permile;} \)). The carbonates are zoned, with Ca-rich centres, Fe-rich mantles and Mg-rich margins. The zoning may be in isotopic equilibrium, but the isotopic composition has been differently interpreted and even claims of terrestrial led isotopy in these carbonates were raised. The zoning
might be the effect of high temperature crystallisation, but perhaps also of terres-
trial alteration processes. Isotopic equilibrium of different zones would be, never-
thless, unlikely in the latter case. Which ever interpretation is correct, these
carbonates can not be regarded as traces of the Martian Noachian ocean.

5. Martian Fossils

So how about looking directly for life or at least for fossilised life? Because life on
Mars had little time to develop and flourish on the surface of the planet, possible
fossil life will certainly be primitive, prokaryotic (Fig. 1). The earliest microfossils
on Earth display already a very high degree of complexity. However, their authen-
ticity and age and metabolic significance have been vigorously questioned in the
recent years, showing how much uncertainty is connected to the business of mor-
phological recognition of ancient and thermally altered microfossils. Finding and
interpreting microfossils on Mars will be certainly, by orders of magnitude, more
difficult.

Yet, the questioning of the authenticity of the Earth’s oldest microfossils
(Brasier et al., 2002, 2004) resulted in additional evidence that the Earth’s oldest,
3.46–3.45 Ga, microfossils (Walsh, 1992; Schopf, 1993; Ueno et al., 2001) are
indeed cellularly preserved remains of Archean microbial life (Altermann, 2005).
They are closely associated with stromatolitic structures of the same ancient age
and with various geochemical “biomarkers”. Even Brasier et al. (2006) claim now
to have found evidence of microbial (endolithic) life in sand-sized grains from the
3.4 Ga Strelley Pool Chert in Western Australia. The discussion on the authentic-
ity of the Earth’s oldest fossils led to the introduction and development of new
investigation techniques like Raman spectroscopy, analysis of molecular biomar-
kers, atomic force microscopy (AFM) techniques and new, stable isotope methods
into Archean paleontology. All these methods and the classical morphological
studies on petrographic thin sections will have to be applied to putative candi-
dates for Martian microfossils. Such complicated investigations require a sample
return to Earth mission and will not be possible to perform on an automated,
remotely controlled rover vehicle.

Considering that only few samples containing Archean microbial remains
were found on Earth, despite intensive mapping and sampling campaigns, how
big would be the chance to find Martian Noachian fossils in the few Martian
meteorites collected on Earth? Such a claim was made by a group of NASA sci-
entist for the same ALH 84001 meteorite, from which the above discussed carbon-
ate minerals were detected (McKay et al., 1996). The meteorite found 1984 in the
Allan Hills region of Antarctica appears to be essentially free of terrestrial weath-
ering, after at least 13,000 years exposure to ice. The examination of surface
textures of the cracked carbonate discs, at magnifications of 50,000 and greater,
revealed the occurrence of ovoid to elongated structures. The straight forward
interpretation was that the tiny elongated structures 20–100 nm in length, represent
fossilised Martian bacteria and the above discussed carbonate “globules” are of biogenic origin! From the occurrence of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and the coexistence of carbonate minerals with Fe-sulphide phases and magnetite within partially dissolved carbonate, biomediated mineralisation in chemical disequilibrium was proposed, as is known to occur in some anaerobic bacteria. A resemblance of this magnetite to magnetite in magnetotactic bacteria was pointed out as additional evidence for Martian microbial activity. The nanooscopic structures shown in SEM microphotographs indeed strongly resemble single bacterial rods. A direct comparison to the size and shape of “nanobacteria in travertine and limestones” was made. Although the mere existence of nanobacteria is highly disputed because metabolic activity is impossible in such a tiny volume space, and no laboratory until today has succeeded in their cultivation, this report became a sensation.

This spectacular interpretation was diluted in an accompanying “News” article in the same issue of Science, by Richard Kerr (1996). It was clear that no single part of the above arguments would be acceptable evidence for life on Mars. PAHs and magnetite crystals, for instance, are found also in carbonaceous chondrites and in interplanetary dust particles or can be formed during hydrothermal decomposition of FeCO₃ (siderite), a common carbonate mineral. However, voices calling for caution like that of Bill Schopf, who, at the organised news conference, in the presence of the US president, suspected the findings as of low probability for truth, were not well received. The detailed arguments pro and contra the life on Mars interpretation are listed in his 1999 book “The Cradle of Life”.

6. The Book “From Fossils to Astrobiology”

In my opinion, life is not a logical unavoidable consequence of the early Earth’s conditions but rather a highly improbable coincidence of circumstances. The common assumption by astrobiologists that ‘wherever there is water there should be life’ is not even true on Earth, where life is indeed present almost everywhere. The most probable conditions for the origin of life and the most probable ingredients of life were experimentally brought together in countless attempts in the most sophisticated laboratories and still the coincidence was not reproduced. Excellent, equally educating and entertaining reading on such experiments can be found in R.M. Hazen’s (2005) book “Genesis”.

The book in front of you, contrary to this introduction, is not a popular science book. It is addressed at scientists seeking precise information in various aspects of astrobiology. Perhaps the major paradox of life sciences and astrobiology is that after so many years of research, we still can not agree on an universal definition of life. The chapters of the book treat major problems in recognition of life on early Earth and discuss the habitats of life and problems in their comparison to extraterrestrial environments. New technologies as used for microfossil
recognition and the opening new perspectives for their application are considered, and general aspects of astrophysics and astrobiology are elucidated.

The young science of astrobiology remains controversial. Probably none of the authors of this book would agree unconditionally with the major synthesis of this introduction that life on Earth is matchless. On the other hand, I see little sense in discussing “non-protein based life,” and I disagree with the criticism of the Earth’s earliest fossils and their debate. I also see no signs for (astro)biological imprints on lunar regoliths. Although I trust that scientists, not long from now, will be able to reconstruct the first living cell in vitro, as they learn to better understand the circumstances of life’s genesis, I radically doubt whether we will be ever able to reach far enough to have a chance to discover extraterrestrial life, if it ever exists or existed. But perhaps, and indeed hopefully, my scepticism towards astrobiology will soon be proven wrong. Life or fossil life will be found on Mars or another planet, and controversies will arise as to its origin on this planet or somewhere else in the Universe and as to its authenticity and criteria for recognition. And we will still be dreaming of finding intelligent life somewhere in the infinity of the Universe.
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